Glenorchy - A City of Arts 2040

THE VISION
Our vision is to contribute to, stimulate, connect, and develop our creative communities to create,
enjoy and share our rich arts, culture and heritage.
As a place between mountain and river where our divers arts and cultural activities embody
and reflect our peoples and storytellers, from our first peoples to our newest arrivals, we are the
destination in Tasmania that unlocks imaginations and reveals cultural stories that makes us
a City of Art.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Glenorchy City Council has supported arts and cultural activity in the city
for over 40 years and has a long history of success with high community
expectations and valuable cultural assets. In 2020, the City of Glenorchy
takes its place amongst a growing number of cities nationally and
internationally that have captured their creative strategic ambition in one
document.
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Glenorchy – City of Arts 2040
•

MAKING LIVES BETTER

•

OPEN FOR BUSINESS

•

VALUING OUR ENVIRONMENT

•

LEADING OUR COMMUNITY

•

BUILDING IMAGE AND PRIDE
Community Plan 2015–2040

We are a proud city; a city of arts; of opportunity; of partnerships; a city that makes exciting
things happen.
Glenorchy City of Arts 2040
Annual Plan 2020–21 to 2023–24
Goal 1. MAKING LIVES BETTER – We continue to be a safe, inclusive, active, healthy and vibrant community. We
will focus on developing a hub of multiculturalism, arts
and culture.

Goal 2. OPEN FOR BUSINESS – We will create a strong economy and jobs for the future. We will encourage
business diversity, innovation and new technologies to stimulate jobs, creativity and collaboration. We
will be a place where business can establish, continue and flourish.

Goal 3. VALUING OUR ENVIRONMENT – We will value and enhance our natural and built environment. Our
central business district areas of Glenorchy, Moonah and Claremont will be revitalised, with a strong
emphasis on great design, open spaces and public art.

Goal 4. LEADING OUR COMMUNITY – We will be a progressive, positive community with strong council
leadership, striving to make our community’s vision a reality.

Goal 5. BUILDING IMAGE AND PRIDE – We are proud to live here and proud to share our wonderful community.
We are a great city with a positive reputation.

Glenorchy – City of Arts 2040
Economic Development Strategy 2020-2025

pment Policy (2016)

Public Art Policy (2016)

Universal participation in the arts and culture, spaces in which the community can gather and
celebrate together, and the visibility of the arts are the key aspirations of the community.
who

“I think that professional and amateur artists,
local and visiting and multicultural and
Tasmanian Aboriginal communities have
great potential to make [the] Glenorchy
area feel like a creative place if given space/
assistance.”

“Culture should be integrated into public policy
on the same grounds as health, education,
social services, and housing.”
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OUR COMMUNITY, OUR CULTURE

palawa

Cultural Plan

Multicultural Framework Report

Moonah Taste of the World

12,114 ha
33%
people
300

In 2040 there will be a population
of
0

14

identifies as Aboriginal or
Torres Strait Islander
7.56%
2,556
10%
3.4%

" The shared sense of meaning that determines a
group’s way of life ... people usually participate
in a number of cultures; family culture, a work
culture, a religious culture. Cultures also evolve
overtime.”

were born overseas, making
it the most diverse community in
Tasmania
identify as LGBTQIA+

" ... distinctive spiritual, material, intellectual and
emotional features that characterizes a society
or social group. It includes arts, modes of life,
the fundamental rights of the human being,
value systems, traditions and beliefs.”

THE ARTS IN GLENORCHY IN 2020
doing

watching

Since opening in 2015, MAC has become one of the best-regarded and utilised arts and
cultural spaces in the state with over 40,000 visitors a year.
Moonah Taste of the World

Glenorchy Carols

Corridor of Mural Art

Glenorchy Arts & Culture
Activity City

Our Arts and Culture Budget

In addition to the budget, the city has
contributed to arts and culture through the
annual operation of GASP ($95,500) and about
$100,000 to the operation of
(operated
through other budget areas of the Community
Department).
The city’s direct current financial commitment
to arts and culture is approximately 0.98% of
the total city expenditure (2019/20 financial
year). While this is above the average for
Australia (0.77% of expenditure) it is lower
than the current OECD average commitment
of 1.1% (further details are in the supporting
documentation).

How Others Invest in Arts and Culture

" Glenorchy precinct community insights: The
people who mentioned the showground were
in the context of Bunnings and Spotlight, and
how this should not be yet another industrial
hub, but a place to have festivals, exhibitions,
open air galleries or a drive-in theatre.”

A SHARED APPROACH TOWARDS 2040

GLENORCHY – CITY OF ARTS STRATEGY 2040
Glenorchy – City of Arts is a creatively vibrant and inclusive community, one where participation and open access are of prime importance. We support
arts and cultural activities that are representative of the city and its people.
As a Council, we commit to being a major contributor to the arts and culture in our area. We stimulate creativity and we encourage and support others
to do the same. We foster the connections that can be made and maintained and continue to develop them, their value and benefits for all people in
our community and those who visit.

The Council acknowledges that many people, businesses and other factors contribute to making Glenorchy a City of Arts. They may participate in
activities or deliver services and spaces; they may provide creative ideas and skills. Their involvement adds to the feelings of togetherness, pride and
prosperity that we value

Glenorchy is a community that takes a hands-on approach to making, showcasing and appreciating
the arts.

Goal 1 – Making Lives Better: Objectives 1.1.1, 1.2.1, 1.2.3
Goal 5 – Building Image and Pride; Objective 5.1

Encourage everyone to participate in arts and culture by:
1.1.1 Supporting a program of activities that are welcoming, accessible to all people and respond to the
interests of the people of Glenorchy and our visitors.
1.1.2 Supporting artists, makers and our communities to create and showcase art in its many forms.
1.1.3 Publicly acknowledging and celebrating the contribution of individuals, groups and businesses who
work in partnership to make Glenorchy a City of Arts.

Being involved in the process, not just in the public outcome, is important in Glenorchy.
Include everyone in arts and culture by:
1.2.1 Working with businesses, service providers, event organisers and the public sector to improve equal
inclusion and access for everyone in Glenorchy to arts and cultural activities.
1.2.2 Supporting, assisting and promoting events and activities that enable participation by people of
different age groups, gender identity or sexual orientation, cultures and abilities.

Goal 1 – Making Lives Better; Objective 1.1.2, 1.2.1, 1.2.2,
1.2.3, 1.3.2
Goal 3 – Valuing our Community; Objectives 3.1.1, 3.2.2
Goal 4 – Leading our Community; Objectives 4.1.2,
4.1.3,4.2.1, 4.3.1
Goal 5 – Building Image and Pride; Objective 5.1

The expertise of the Council staff and advisory committees is a valuable resource for the whole
community, as are the talents and business opportunities that all arts workers contribute.
Provide, develop and share arts knowledge, experience and expertise by:
1.3.1 Increasing knowledge and understanding of arts and culture and the capacity to heighten the
quality and quantity of all activity available.
1.3.2 Nurturing the specialist skills of the Council’s workforce and advisory committees as a priority
resource that will assist the community to achieve its goals.
1.3.3 Supporting the creative economy by encouraging and developing the skills and career opportunities
for all creative professionals, as well as new and emerging artists.

Goal 1 – Making Lives Better; Objective 1.1.1, 1.2.1, 1.2.2,
1.3.2
Goal 2 – Open for Business; Objectives 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.2.1
Goal 4 – Leading our Community; Objective 4.1.2, 4.1.3,
4.2.1, 4.2.2
Goal 5 – Building Image and Pride; Objective 5.1

Making the most of those owned by Council or by private interests.
Provide and promote spaces and opportunities for arts and culture:
1.4.1 Promote and encourage the use of Council-owned and/or managed public spaces for the
community to gather and celebrate, exhibit or share and appreciate arts and culture.
1.4.2 Create, maintain and promote an up-to-date list of Council’s assets and spaces available for arts and
cultural activities.
1.4.3 For the long-term benefit of the community, maintain, upgrade and manage Council’s built and
natural cultural assets according to arts industry best practice.
1.4.4 Encourage the community, state government, businesses and industry to make non-Council-owned
spaces available and accessible for arts and cultural events.
1.4.5 Encourage and support the development and maintenance of indoor and outdoor spaces of both
large and small scale for arts and cultural use.

City of Arts

Goal 1 – Making Lives Better; Objectives 1.1.1, 1.2.1, 1.2.2,
1.2.3, 1.3.1, 1.3.2
Goal 2 – Open for Business; Objectives 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.2.1
Goal 3 – Valuing our Environment; Objectives 3.1.1, 3.1.2,
3.2.3
Goal 4 – Leading our Community; Objectives 4.1.2, 4.1.3,
4.2.1, 4.3.1
Goal 5 – Building Image and Pride; Objective 5.1

By stimulating artistic and cultural activity in the City of Glenorchy, we inspire our community, businesses and industry to think broadly and dream
expansively. It is just as important to promote what is on and how to become involved, as it is to organise an event, a community mural or a street
festival.
As a Council, we will allocate appropriate resources to promote creative expressions, invigorate the community’s imagination and encourage people to
be involved: that way we all share in the economic and social benefits of being the City of Arts.

Communicating when, where and how to become involved in arts and culture.
Promoting what’s on in Glenorchy – City of Arts:
2.1.1 Promote Glenorchy as a City of Arts, by clearly, regularly and accurately communicating with
residents and visitors about our arts and culture facilities, activities and assets, including the public
art collection.
2.1.2 Promote links to existing calendars of arts events and activities that are managed and maintained by
government partners and private enterprises.
2.1.3 Encourage and facilitate networking and collaboration between arts groups, service agencies,
education providers and local businesses to promote a broad range of arts and culture facilities,
assets and activities.

City of Arts

Goal 1 – Making Lives Better; Objectives 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.2.1,
1.2.2, 1.2.3, 1.3.1, 1.3.2
Goal 2 – Open for Business; Objectives 2.1.2, 2.2.1
Goal 3 – Valuing our Environment; Objectives 3.1, 3.2
Goal 4 – Leading our Community; Objectives 4.2.1, 4.3.1
Goal 5 – Building Image and Pride; Objective 5.1

As a Council, we wish to ensure that everyone
feels welcome to be part of creative activities
available to them, that we all know when
and how to become involved, how to access
opportunities, regardless of whether they're a
Council, community or commercial event. As
we embrace technology and increasingly move
to digital communication, we must remember
those who do not wish to, or are not able
to, access this source of information. We are
always aware that language and literacy can
be a barrier for many in our community.

The arts are a positive influence on economic prosperity.
Goal 1 – Making Lives Better, Objectives 1.1.1, 1.2.1, 1.2.2,
1.2.3, 1.3.1, 1.3.2

Invigorate the creative economy by:
2.2.1 Developing and promoting Glenorchy City as one of the premier arts and culture destinations in
Tasmania.
2.2.2 Work in collaboration across the entire Council to facilitate, curate, deliver and share knowledge on
projects that benefit the community.
2.2.3 Collaborate with MONA, the major arts festivals, commercial event presenters and tourism
businesses to support and increase arts and cultural tourism in Glenorchy.

City of Arts

Goal 2 – Open for Business; Objectives 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.2.1
Goal 3 – Valuing our Environment; Objectives 3.1.1, 3.1.2,
3.1.4, 3.2.2, 3.2.3
Goal 4 – Leading our Community; Objective 4.1.2, 4.3.1
Goal 5 – Building Image and Pride; Objective 5.1

Inspiring and supporting more events that are not owned, initiated or managed by Council but provide
evident benefit to the community.
– Making more happen in the City of Arts by:

Goal 1 – Making Lives Better; Objectives 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.2.1,
1.2.2, 1.2.3, 1.3.1, 1.3.2
Goal 3 – Valuing our Environment; Objective 3.1.4

2.3.1 Supporting and promoting events that align with the City of Arts strategy and are initiated and
delivered by external partners. These events may be small or large, free or ticketed, in Council-owned
facilities or not.

City of Arts
City of Arts

Goal 4 – Leading our Community; Objectives 4.1.1, 4.1.2,
4.2.1, 4.3.1
Goal 5 – Building Image and Pride; Objective 5.1

Helping the community navigate paths inside and outside of Council, to assist in making initiatives
happen.
– Encourage others by:

Goal 1 – Making Lives Better; Objectives 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.2.1,
1.2.2, 1.2.3, 1.3.1, 1.3.2
Goal 2 – Open for Business; Objectives 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.2.1

2.4.1 Developing, providing and updating event management guidelines for public use that assist people
outside the Council plan and deliver arts and cultural activities in the City of Arts.
2.4.2 Actively provide support for event organisers as they navigate the necessary legislative paths inside
and outside of Council, to help bring arts and cultural projects in Glenorchy to fruition.

ity of Arts

Goal 3 – Valuing our Environment; Objective 3.1.2, 3.1.4,
3.2.2, 3.2.3
Goal 4 – Leading our Community; Objectives 4.1.1, 4.1.2,
4.1.3, 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.3.1
Goal 5 – Building Image and Pride; Objective 5.1

Ours is a community that likes to gather together. We use cultural events to generate an understanding, dissolve barriers and broaden our view of the
world. The Glenorchy City Council supports arts and cultural activity that is representative of this place, with its built and natural environment and its
people of varied backgrounds and divergent aspirations.
Glenorchy’s Aboriginal community leads the way in building bridges between everyone, from the earliest inhabitants of this country to the most
recent. Their understanding of the protocols and respect for community elders, regardless of cultural background, enable connections to be made and
strengthened.
We invite and warmly welcome visitors to join us in celebrating our culture and community. As we approach 2040, our ambition to be one of Tasmania’s
cultural tourism draw cards will be founded not just upon MONA and large-scale events, but also on our image and pride as a vibrant City of Arts – a city
that makes things happen.

Supporting activities that applaud who we are collectively and singularly.
Link difference and diversity by:

Goal 1 – Making Lives Better; Objectives 1.1.2, 1.2.1, 1.2.2,
1.2.3, 1.3.1, 1.3.2

3.1.1 Embracing arts and cultural activities that go well beyond just an acceptance or tolerance of our
differences; as a community we want to celebrate who we are collectively and singularly.

Goal 3 – Valuing our Environment; Objective 3.1.2

3.1.2 Initiate conversations that create new connections and improve established ones between the
diverse cultures, social groups and businesses within the City of Arts. In doing so, we will improve
communication and open opportunities to learn and celebrate our differences together.

Goal 5 – Building Image and Pride; Objective 5.1

Goal 4 – Leading our Community; Objective 4.2.1

People of diverse ages, cultural backgrounds,
education, economic status, sexual orientation,
gender identification are welcome to be part of
arts activities in Glenorchy.

Collaboration starts inside Council, then with business and industry, suburbs and precincts, and later
across state and nation.
– We will join forces and collaborate by:
3.2.1 Bringing the community together and supporting them to collectively plan, promote and deliver arts
and cultural activities.
3.2.2 Leading by example, by increasing the use of Council-owned and operated spaces, we encourage
others to do likewise to create a shared collection of Glenorchy’s built and natural assets that can be
used for creative pursuits. In doing so, we collaborate with our community and do more together than
we could apart.

Goal 1 - Making Lives Better; Objectives 1.1.1, 1.1.2,
1.2.2, 1.3.1, 1.3.2
Goal 2 - Open for Business; Objective 2.2.1
Goal 3 - Valuing our Environment; Objective 3.1.2
Goal 4 - Leading our Community; Objectives 4.1.2,
4.2.1, 4.3.1
Goal 5 - Building Image and Pride; Objective 5.1

The way we associate with art, what we see, sense or hear, can change the way we feel.
Recognise that art can positively influence us by:
3.3.1 Ensuring that arts and cultural activities we support are meaningful to this city and its people and
enhance the sense of pride we feel in Glenorchy as a City of Art.
3.3.2 Requiring developers and government to invest in cultural assets that are publicly visible and reflect
the identity of this place. To improve the aesthetic of the city, its community identity and pride,
Council will promote and make its arts and cultural expertise available in the earliest stages of town
planning.

Goal 1 – Making Lives Better; Objectives 1.2.2, 1.2.3,
1.3.2
Goal 3 – Valuing our Environment; Objectives 3.1.1,
3.1.2, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.3
Goal 4 – Leading our Community; Objectives 4.1.2,
4.3.1
Goal 5 – Building Image and Pride; Objectives 5.1

For Glenorchy to progress as a City of Arts, we must be open to new ideas, new ways of doing things and new people, but we must also embrace and
celebrate our identity; most essentially the Aboriginal culture of this area. Between 2020-2040, Glenorchy has a unique opportunity to be a leader in
Tasmania, to imagine and deliver a future city that respects the role of our First People and works with all residents to move forward together.
In gathering momentum towards 2040, arts and culture provide an opportunity to celebrate our difference as one of our greatest strengths. As much as
our cultural diversity makes us stand out from other cities, particularly those in Tasmania, so too does our working-class heritage, that “rough around
the edges” effect, for which we can be proud.
“The Moonah [not the MONA] Effect: ...We love the diversity and contrast, but want to hold on to what we are – a bit rough around the edges
with absolutely no elitism….”
As a City of Arts, we pay homage to our past and plan a future that encompasses our origins, allows for the clear benefits of industry and appreciates the
natural assets of which our community is caretaker. Enriching and evolving our human, natural and built assets, capturing the importance and value of
our investment, and measuring our success are paramount. If we appreciate what we have, we will prosper from it.

Our many cultures come together through mutual respect and sharing their art.
Enriching our identity and growing together by:
4.1.1 Recognising the rich fabric of the City’s cultural diversity and work with the whole community to
provide opportunities to showcase, preserve and share the arts and cultural practices of the people
of Glenorchy. In doing so, promote understanding and respect in education, participation and
celebration.
4.1.2 Pursue and value the expertise of external specialists who officially represent the diverse cultures of
Glenorchy.

Goal 1 – Making Lives Better; Objectives 1.1.1, 1.1.21.2.2,
1.2.3
Goal 3 – Valuing our Environment; Objectives 3.2.2, 3.2.3
Goal 4 – Leading our Community; Objective 4.3.1
Goal 5 – Building Image and Pride; Objective 5.1

Providing incentives boosts the quality and quantity of participation in the arts.
– Add momentum and boost vibrancy by:
4.2.1 Establishing a strategic investment program for community-led projects that align with this strategy
and therefore deliver on our community’s aspirations to be a City of Arts.
4.2.2 Identifying, pursuing and promoting opportunities to fund and develop arts and culture programs,
assets and events in our community in collaboration with government and business partners.

City of Arts

Goal 1 – Making Lives Better; Objectives 1.1.1, 1.2.1, 1.2.3,
1.3.2, 1.3.2
Goal 2 – Open for Business; Objective 2.1.2
Goal 3 – Valuing our Environment; Objectives 3.1.2, 3.1.4
Goal 4 – Leading our Community; Objectives 4.1.1, 4.1.3,
4.2.1, 4.3.1
Goal 5 – Building Image and Pride; Objective 5.1

Measuring the community benefit of our actions means we can understand and communicate our
impact, also encouraging others to support the arts and culture.
– Review and improve how we achieve our aspirations by:
4.3.1 Evaluating and communicating the qualitative and quantitative benefits of Council-led and
supported arts and cultural activities.
4.3.2 Further to 2.2.1, undertaking regular qualitative measurement of whole-of-council activities that
engage with this strategy.
4.3.3 Utilising the measured outputs and outcomes against the four goals of this strategy so as to inform
and shape the annual implementation of Glenorchy – City of Arts 2040.

Goal 1 – Making Lives Better; Objectives 1.1.1, 1.3.1, 1.3.2
Goal 2 – Open for Business; Objective 2.2.1
Goal 4 – Leading our Community; Objectives 4.1.1, 4.1.2,
4.1.3, 4.2.1,
Goal 5 – Building Image and Pride; Objective 5.1

TOWARDS 2040 – OUR OPPORTUNITIES
" Of all tiers of government, none have a better understanding of the complexity and nuances of their
community than local councils. Engaging directly with local businesses, residents and service providers,
they are well-placed, as facilitators and brokers, to bring diverse groups of people together”

We are encouraged and stimulated about the possibilities for arts and cultural activity to further
enrich the lives of the people of Glenorchy and have identified some key opportunities to realise
our community’s vision for a City of Arts in 2040.These opportunities will provide a focus for the
development of departmental action and operational plans in the coming years.

Economic Recovery Plan 2020/21

Economic Development Strategy 2020-2025

Creative Communities

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION
A New Approach Insight Report Series 1-4 2018-20
Beyond the Curtain Project Report, The 20, 2020
Building a Learning Community in Glenorchy Strategy 2014-17

Art, Governance and the Turn to Community – A report to Australia Council for the Arts on
research on the Generations Project 2006—2009

Glenorchy Annual Plan 2020-21 to 2023-24

Arts Parliamentary Inquiry, what next? O’Connor J, Meyrick J and Schultz J, 2020 at https://
www.artshub.com.au/news-article/opinions-and-analysis/public-policy/justin-oconnorjulian-meyrick-and-julianne-schultz/arts-parliamentary-inquiry-what-next-261109

Glenorchy City Council Customer Service Strategy 2020-25

Brisbane City Creative Economy – Creative Sector Survey 2017

Glenorchy Community Plan 2015-2040

Canterbury Bankstown Creative City Strategic Plan 2019-29

Glenorchy Community Plan 2005-2025

City of Melbourne Creative Strategy 2018-2028

Glenorchy Economic Recovery Plan 2020-21

Creating Our Future Results of the National Arts Participation Survey 2020 – Australia Council
for the Arts

Glenorchy City Annual Plan 2019/20 – 2022/23

Glenorchy City Council Annual Plan 2019
Glenorchy City Council Economic Development Strategy 2020-2025
Glenorchy Children and Families Strategy 2012-17

Creative Hobart – A Strategic Framework for Hobart City Council’s Cultural Programs 2018
Cultural Vitality in Communities Interpretation and Indicators – 2006 – The Urban Institute
Culture and Our City – A Cultural Plan for Parramatta’s CBD 2017 – 2022

Glenorchy City Council MONA Survey 2019

Economic Value of Arts Screen and Culture Report 2018- Create NSW

Glenorchy Community Satisfaction Survey Report – 2019
Glenorchy City Council Cultural Development Policy 2016

Impacts of Culture And The Arts Dept Of Local Government, Sport And Cultural Industries
Social WA – 2019

Glenorchy City Council Community Engagement Policy 2017

RAST Showground Renewal Project report 2020

Glenorchy City Council Glenorchy Multicultural Framework 2017

Tourism Tasmania MONA Visitor Profile Sep 2018

Glenorchy Multicultural Community Spaces Plan 2016

University of Tasmania Population Report 2020

Glenorchy City Council Multicultural Framework Report 2017
Glenorchy City Council Community Engagement Toolkit 2017
Glenorchy City Council Event Management Plan 2016
Glenorchy Together Public Art and Community Consultation – undated
KGV Master Plan Final Report 2016
All drawings by Simon Spain
All images provided by Glenorchy City Council
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PLACES: Activation
City of Arts
City of Arts
PEOPLE: Diversity Entrepreneurs

City of Arts

PRIDE: Culture and Creativity
City of Arts

City of Arts

PRIDE: Visitors
City of Arts

Glenorchy Arts & Culture Advisory Committee:

Project Working Group:
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7 Gormanston Rd

Montrose Bay Yacht Club

MBYC

MRC Tas

Migrant Resource Centre Tasmania

Glenorchy

St Matthews Church

GCC

Glenorchy

100

The Hub

Multicultural Council of Tasmania

Moonah

250

Yes

Tolosa Street Hall

GCC

Tolosa Park

200

Yes

West Moonah

50

Yes

West Moonah Community House West Moonah Community House

Moonah

No

No

Yes

Yes

300

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

120

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Fair

Foreshore Road, Rosetta

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Good

1a Anfield Street

Yes

Yes

Fair

Good

2 Tolosa Street, Glenorchy

Minimal

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Good

65 Hopkins St

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unknown

No

Yes

No

Unknown Fair

148 Tolosa Street, Glenorchy

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

130-132 Springfield Ave, West Moonah

Yes

Good

Family

Matthew Calvert

2020

Object

Rose Garden
Glenorchy Council Chambers

374 Main Road

Good

Frida’s Carload

Tony Woodward

2015

Object

Moonah Arts Center

23-27 Albert Road

Fair

Metal Screen Public Artwork

Michael Schlitz

2015

Object

Moonah Arts Center

23-27 Albert Road

Needs repair

Balancing (the big picture)

Grace Adams, Shanae Brown, Jessie Dunn, Lara Frame, Alex
Hirst, Brayden Myers, Kyle Rowbottom, Samantha Seabourne,
Indiah Vincent, Ayla Williams. Lead by Jamin

2014

Mural

Laneway

Station St, Moonah

Needs repair

Seats

Gerhard Mausz

2010

Object

Moonah Post office

66 Main Road

Fair

Garden Of Many Cultures

Julie Stoneman

2010

Object

Tolosa Park

Tolosa Street

Poor

3 panel mural board

Tim Clarke & Simon Gardham

2009

Mural

Multicultural Hub

65 Hopkins Street

Needs repair & restoration

Swan

Simon Ancher

2004

Object

Windimere Bay

55 Cadbury Road

Fair

Fire Truck Mural

Sue Gregory

2003

Mural

Collinsvale

14 Hall Road

Fair

Swan

Simon Ancher

2003

Object

Goulds Lagoon

Austins Ferry

Fair

Pulse Youth Mural

Sarah Hadrill / Ryan Harbottle

2002

Mural

Department of Health

Terry St Glenorchy

Bad

100 Stories from 100 Years

Chantale Delrue

2001

Mosaic / Footpath

Various

346-366 Main Road Glenorchy

Fair

Sustainable Homes, Sustainable
Communities

Ryan Harbottle

2001

Mural

Department of Health

Terry St Glenorchy

Fair

Daisy Seats

Tony Woodward and Terry Thaow

1999

Object

GASP

Brooker Highway

Fair

Terazzo Tables

Gerhard Mausz

1998

Object

Moonah Post Office

66 Main Road

Fair

Flower

Steve Palmer

1998

Object

DEC

Brooker Highway

Good

King

TonyWoodward and Erin Jones, Alison Sutherland, Mark Warn

1998

Object

Montrose Bay SHS

Brooker Highway

fair

Knight

TonyWoodward and Erin Jones, Alison Sutherland, Mark Warn

1998

Object

Montrose Bay SHS

Brooker Highway

Fair

Sun Screen

Tony Woodward and Joselle Brewer

1998

Object

Montrose Bay SHS

Off Foreshore Road

Fair

Animal Couch

Tony Woodward and Kirsty Bearman & Rebecca Fowler

1998

Object

Montrose Bay SHS

Off Foreshore Road

Poor

Blackwoods Mural

Tom Samek, Tracy Jolly and community

1997

Mural

Derwent Park

11 Derwent Road

Poor

Red Sculpture

Steve Palmer

1996

Object

DEC

Brooker Highway

Needs repair & restoration

Wheel

Steve Palmer

1996

Object

DEC

Brooker Highway

Needs repair / restoration or removal

Steel Tree

Steve Palmer

1995

Object

Claremont

1 Main Road

Good

Picasso

Steve Palmer

1995

Object

DEC

Brooker Highway

Good

Year of the Family

Yvette Breytenbach

1993

Object / Footpath

Tolosa Park

Tolosa Street

Fair

Various Murals

Johnny Scholes (among others)

Unknown

Mural

Carpark

Moonah

Good

Mural

Unknown

Unknown

Mural

85 Main Rd

Good

Dragonfly Sculpture

Unknown

Unknown

Object

Off Foreshore Road

Good

Montrose Bay SHS

In Glenorchy that means 39,500 people participate in the cultural life of the city, being through
visiting galleries and libraries going to live music, events, cinema or making and selling
artworks and objects.
To access diminishing state and federal funds that were once a strong contributor to the Arts
and Cultural budget, the City needs to be more informed and strategic in its approaches to
federal bodies and be able to present a long-term vision.

There is more onus on Council’s to be strategic about how it invests its resources and articulate
its priorities, as increasingly Local Government Authorities are required to contribute more to
cultural expenditure than 10 years ago.

While growth in communities is good it is putting increasing pressure on budgets and resources
that service community requirements.
Support for community-facing programs needs to grow with the community.

The arts and cultural health of Glenorchy is intrinsically important to the economic health of
the city. Arts and culture are significant contributors.

Q1 Do you live or work within Glenorchy?

Q2 What area of Glenorchy do you live in

Answered: 111 Skipped: 0

Answered: 98 Skipped: 13
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live
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

work

17.12%

19

live

36.04%

40

both

30.63%

34

occasionally work in the area

6.31%

7

regularly work in the area

1.80%

2

used to live / grew up in the area

2.70%

3

None of these

5.41%

6

111

Moonah
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West Moonah
I live outside
of Glenorchy...
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Berriedale

5.10%

5

Chigwell

0.00%

0

Claremont

7.14%

7

Collinsvale-Glenlusk

2.04%

Glenorchy City (central)

10.20%

Goodwood-Dowsing Point

2.04%

2

Granton-Austins Ferry

2.04%

2

Lutana-Derwent Park

5.10%

5

Montrose

4.08%

Moonah

23.47%

Rosetta

4.08%

West Moonah

10.20%

10

I live outside of Glenorchy but work in the area

24.49%

24

2
10

4
23
4

Q4 Your Age

Q3 What area of Glenorchy do you work in
Answered: 98 Skipped: 13
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Berriedale
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Berriedale

11.22%

11

Chigwell

0.00%

0

Claremont

5.10%

5

Collinsvale-Glenlusk

2.04%

2

Glenorchy City (central)

19.39%

19

Goodwood-Dowsing Point

2.04%

2

Granton-Austins Ferry

1.02%

1

Lutana-Derwent Park

5.10%

5

Montrose

2.04%

2

Moonah

23.47%

23

Rosetta

1.02%

1

West Moonah

4.08%

4

I work outside of Glenorchy but live in the area

23.47%

23

TOTAL

4 / 30

98

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Under 18

1.89%

18 – 25

2.83%

3

26 – 35

11.32%

12
26

2

36 – 45

24.53%

46 – 55

23.58%

25

56 – 65

13.21%

14

Over 65

21.70%

23

Prefer not to answer

0.94%

TOTAL

1

106

Q5 What is your gender?
Answered: 103 Skipped: 8

Female (peopl e
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answer
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Female (people who identify themselves as women)

66.99%

69

Male (people who identify themselves as men)

31.07%

32

Other (people who identify as non-binary, gender diverse, or with descriptors other than man/boy or woman/girl)

0.00%

0

Prefer not to answer

1.94%

2

TOTAL

103

Q6 What is the best description of your involvement in the arts?

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Artist - Visual (2D)

51.58%

49

Artist - Visual (3D)

20.00%

19

Artist - Live Performance (Theatre, Dance etc)

10.53%

10

Artist - Screen / Digital / Gaming

10.53%

10

Artist Visual (3D)

Artist - Music (instrumental / classical / voice)

6.32%

6

Artist - Music (contemporary)

11.58%

11

Artist - Live

Artisinal - Jewelry, Fabric, Furniture, other objects

12.63%

12

Pottery or ceramics

5.26%

5

Photography - Commercial

2.11%

2

Photography - Art

20.00%

19

Writer

22.11%

21

Storyteller

9.47%

9

Design - Furniture, Architecture, manufacturing

2.11%

2

Design - Fashion

3.16%

3

Design - Objects

1.05%

1

Patron / audience / supporter

29.47%

28

Collector

10.53%

10

Member of a Community Association, Club or Group

8.42%

8

Production or administration

9.47%

9

Producer / Presenter

8.42%

8

Answered: 95 Skipped: 16

Artist Visual (2D)

Artist -

Artist - Music

Artist - Musi

Artisinal -

Pottery or

Photography -

Photography Art

Education / teacher / training

21.05%

20

Other (please specify)

23.16%

22

Writer
Total Respondents: 95

Storyteller
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Nothing

10/13/2020 9:12 PM

2

Textiles

10/13/2020 8:23 PM

Design Fashion

3

Workshop Facilitator

10/13/2020 10:56 AM

4

Designer/maker for theatre and festivals and community arts worker.

10/12/2020 7:30 PM

Design -

5

Curator

10/12/2020 6:48 AM

6

Museum curator

10/10/2020 7:36 PM

Design -

Patron /

Collector
Member of a

Production or

Producer /

Education /

8 / 30
Other (please
specify)

7

Museum employee

10/10/2020 5:26 PM

8

Curator

10/10/2020 12:55 PM

9

Visual art

10/9/2020 8:41 PM

10

Art tutor for art for therapy.

10/9/2020 6:47 PM

11

Graphic Design

10/9/2020 5:57 PM

12

I design and produce counted cross stitch kits of Tasmania.

10/9/2020 4:40 PM

13

wood worker/metalworker

10/9/2020 12:40 PM

14

Film

10/9/2020 10:47 AM

15

Scientist and Artist

10/9/2020 10:42 AM

16

Textile artist

9/24/2020 2:17 PM

17

best fucking poet in Moonah

9/21/2020 6:55 PM

18

Gallery attendant

9/19/2020 8:20 AM

19

Curator

9/18/2020 4:47 PM

20

audio production

9/18/2020 3:17 PM

21

curation

9/18/2020 11:58 AM

22

Enjoy learning art

9/18/2020 11:15 AM

Q7 Who do you think contributes to making the City of Glenorchy feel
like a creative place?
Answered: 95

Skipped: 16

Institutions
(MONA, GASP,...
Professional
Artists (loc...
Amateur or
hobby artists
Multicultural
Communities
Audiences and
patrons
Professional
artists...
Tasmanian
Aboriginal...
Libraries
Community
houses /...

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Institutions (MONA, GASP, Derwent Entertainment Centre, Libraries, etc.)

82.11%

78

Professional Artists (local)

68.42%

65

Amateur or hobby artists

66.32%

63

Multicultural Communities

62.11%

59

Audiences and patrons

61.05%

58

Professional artists (visiting)

47.37%

45

Tasmanian Aboriginal Community

47.37%

45

Libraries

44.21%

42

Community houses / centres

38.95%

37

Schools

37.89%

36

Young People

36.84%

35

Clubs and social groups

31.58%

30

the Council

28.42%

27

Businesses

22.11%

21

I don't think Glenorchy feels creative

12.63%

12

my neighbourhood

7.37%

Schools

Young People
Clubs and
social groups

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

MAC

10/22/2020 11:16 AM

2

Although I realise that Moonah Arts Centre falls into Institutions, (or perhaps it is part of the
Council?). I think MAC has been crucial to fostering and nurturing the arts for many years.
Currently MAC feels livelier and more inclusive than ever, and people I know who visit MAC
for the first time comment on what a great "feel" the place has.

10/13/2020 9:52 AM

3

MAC and MONA are about all there is

10/10/2020 7:26 PM

4

Moonah Arts Centre

10/10/2020 12:55 PM

5

I think that professional and amateur artists, local and visiting and multicultural and
Tasmanian Aboriginal communities have great potential to make Glenorchy area feel like a
creative place if given space/assistance.

10/9/2020 7:27 PM

the Council

Businesses
I don't think
Glenorchy fe...
my
neighbourhood
0% 10%

20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

6

Most of of the above ... all play their part.

10/9/2020 4:40 PM

7

M.A.C.

10/9/2020 1:49 PM

8

Moonah Arts Centre

9/19/2020 5:52 PM

9

Talk about an ambiguous/confusing question!! Glenorchy doesn't feel very creative, but I
have ticked boxes for what there is/should be

9/19/2020 8:04 AM

10

The presence of MAC

9/18/2020 2:10 PM

11

Artists, patrons, council, multicultural communities etc

9/18/2020 11:40 AM

7

Q8 What are the practical things that stimulate the arts in
the community?
Answered: 95

Skipped: 16

MAC (Moonah
Arts Centre)
Individual
artists with...
MONA
Council
supporting t...
Community
members...
An overall
environment ...
Inspiration
from others...

Towards 2040 - City of Glenorchy Arts and Cultural Strategy
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

MAC (moonah Arts Centre)

90.53%

86

Individual artists with ideas and skills who create events

84.21%

80

MONA

82.11%

78

Council supporting the people who have ideas (grants, spaces, promotion, etc.)

80.00%

76

Community members organising, volunteering and presenting activities

72.63%

69

An overall environment of learning, teaching and sharing

67.37%

64

Inspiration from others (artists, teachers, children, events elsewhere)

67.37%

64

The desire to tell our stories.

58.95%

56

Council organising events

56.84%

54

State and/or federal government investment

55.79%

53

Business/private investment (cash and in-kind, sponsorship, etc.)

53.68%

51

The natural landscape, the climate and the location of the city

53.68%

51

The history and heritage of the area.

50.53%

48

Other (please specify)

8.42%

The desire to
tell our...
Council
organising...
State and/or
federal...

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

Business/privat
ee
investment...

1

Advertising - Social Media and opportunity to use spaces for creative endevours

10/13/2020 10:56 AM

2

The visibility of the arts through creative events, public art and inclusive creative projects

10/12/2020 6:48 AM

The natural
landscape, t...

3

There's minimal stimuli in this city

10/10/2020 7:26 PM

4

The migration of younger creative people from more inner city suburbs due to increasing
rent and house prices holds great potential for audiences and participants

10/9/2020 7:27 PM

The history
and heritage...
Other (please
specify)
10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
0%

DATE

5

volunteers to help make things happen.

10/9/2020 4:40 PM

6

Is this aspirational? or what I think happens now? I've answered this for what I see
happening now. My answers for what I would like to see happening are very different

9/21/2020 12:22 PM

7

A whole mix of things stimulate the arts community, if I had to choose just a few I would
say MONA, mac, and council grants, spaces, promotion

9/20/2020 9:00 AM

8

Many of the above.

9/18/2020 11:40 AM

8

Q9 In what ways do you think the arts connects the people, places and
stories of this area?
Answered: 95

Towards 2040 - City of Glenorchy Arts and Cultural Strategy

Skipped: 16

it brings
diﬀerent...

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

1

Arts is central to community and builds culture.

10/17/2020 8:03 AM

2

Provides an all inclusive space where people are able to get to know other on common
ground.

10/13/2020 10:56 AM

3

Having wider range of opportunities encourage connectivity. There seems to be a trend of
the same people getting to do everything all the time and not enough opportunities for the
'outsider artist' or the 'hobby artist'

10/13/2020 10:44 AM

it is a means
by which we...
it helps us to
connect
where...
it connects
people from ...
by living in
the same are...

DATE

4

It fosters a creative culture, both innovative and inclusive.

10/13/2020 9:52 AM

5

It brings people of different cultures together. (Moonah Taste of the World, MAC's Into the
Fold project).

10/12/2020 7:30 PM

6

Terrible questions that do not include a) nurtures self expression of individuals and groups
from various cultural backgrounds b) Connect’s difference through creative making,
activities and sharing stories c)provides a safe and nurturing environment to artists and
producers

10/12/2020 6:48 AM

7

More of an idea than a reality here

10/10/2020 7:26 PM

8

Arts and culture are the glue that bind people together. The ways we communicate with
each other the things that matter to us. The arts enables people to attempt to communicate
beyond the procedural, through heart and spirit

10/10/2020 12:55 PM

it allows
artisanal an...

9

It has the potential to create community from diversity, from outsiders, from the
disenfranchised. I've seen this happen at the grass-roots level in South Hobart, Fern Tree
and in spaces like the Brisbane Hotel.

10/9/2020 7:27 PM

it connects
the past to ...

10

collaboration with council and businesses to help individual artists.ts.

10/9/2020 4:40 PM

11

It introduces a lively, innovative feel that makes people feel better about where they live and
about who lives here

9/19/2020 8:04 AM

12

art creates a focus.

9/18/2020 11:58 AM

people who
work in the...

Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

it brings different generations of people together

75.79%

72

it is a means by which we create an identity for ourselves -as citizens of the same city or community

62.11%

59

it helps us to connect where we are now to where we want to be in the future, as a community

58.95%

56

it connects people from the same culture or migrant group

54.74%

52

by living in the same area, we share similar stories and events. Forming a new, shared history

48.42%

46

people who work in the arts are connected to those who pursue it as a hobby

48.42%

46

it allows artisanal and innovative businesses to link creative people with hand-on makers of their work

46.32%

44

it connects the past to the present

45.26%

43

Other (please specify)

12.63%

12

Q10 Glenorchy is different to other places because...
Answered: 75 Skipped: 36

#
1

RESPONSES
Glenorchy is different from other places because there is simply little art or culture on
display within our community. We must travel outside our area to enjoy it. Yes there is Mona
and MAC but little else.

DATE
10/26/2020 10:13 PM

28

It opens for different people and multicultural

10/10/2020 12:06 PM

29

Multi cultural Lower socioeconomic area

10/10/2020 10:17 AM

30

It is an enlarged multicultural village set along the fabulous Derwent River.

10/10/2020 9:51 AM

31

Multicultural

10/9/2020 8:44 PM

32

Because every place is unique and so it should be rather than trying to copy another place.
It's that being unique that makes each place special in its own way.

10/9/2020 8:39 PM

33

It has previously been notable for being "beyond the flannelette curtain" and for the
population of older members of society, and for a less affluent population than other
suburbs. This lends a certain down to earth suburban quality. It has become, in recent
years, strikingly multicultural and rich in diversity of cultures. It has, on top of that, one of
the worlds most distinctive icons of contemporary art in MONA and an underutilized asset in
the DEC. It also has a very uniquely designed park-space in the Montrose GASP.

10/9/2020 7:50 PM

34

It is often stigmatised due to being a place that has more disadvantaged people and
minority groups. Such a diverse community. Glenorchy is beautiful, such a gorgeous view in
most areas and access to amazing walking tracks, Montrose walk by the water, mona, and
heaps of sporting facilities.

10/9/2020 6:32 PM

2

It hasn't been overun by tourism etc

10/22/2020 11:19 AM

3

No comment.

10/18/2020 5:12 PM

4

I feel glenorchy is different as as a community because we have stopped embracing art and
culture.

10/17/2020 8:14 AM

5

It has a decent sized amount of kids and teens in the community

10/16/2020 5:16 PM

6

It's a melting pot! So many different kinds of people here. It's like Brunswick 30 years ago.

10/16/2020 10:54 AM

7

It is home to a diverse community, multiculturally and socio economically.

10/14/2020 10:20 AM

8

It’s so multi cultural

10/14/2020 7:50 AM

9

It has Mpna

10/13/2020 9:13 PM

10

We are such a diverse socio-economic demographic...We have some of the brightest and
kindest minds in the world here but also some of the darkest and self destructive also...

10/13/2020 9:03 PM

35

I don’t think it is. It’s has social issues that need to be addressed As do many other
municipalities.

10/9/2020 6:20 PM

11

We are surrounded by nature, we have great parks & wonderful foreshore reserves, so much
potential with the DEC & Wilkinsons Point, excellent services, multicultural, great local
businesses, education & community facilities. The best two progressive minds - David
Walsh, Kristie Johnston.

10/13/2020 7:43 PM

36

I'm not sure that it is different in any particular way, but it is a pleasant City even though it
may be a bit of a divided City due to the layout. When the Main Road additions are
completed it should look better. I do miss those beautiful old trees, but can understand why
they had to go. (still a shame!).

10/9/2020 4:46 PM

12

Our diverse range of socio-economic groups. Our diversity of cultures. Our relationship to
the river and riverfront. MAC and MONA

10/13/2020 7:30 PM

37

It's culturally diverse

10/9/2020 4:30 PM

38

of the diversive arts events

10/9/2020 4:05 PM

13

There is a diversity of people from all walks of life and opportunity to learn from each other
and broaden our perspective on life.

10/13/2020 11:01 AM

39

Cultural heritage and diversity

10/9/2020 2:53 PM

14

It's tries to bring community together

10/13/2020 10:46 AM

40

The natural environment is beautiful and freely available for people to enjoy and for artists to
work in. It has the amenities of a big city but the feeling of a country town.

10/9/2020 2:19 PM

15

It has a diverse range of people living together in socio economic terms; multiculturally, but
also it has a very strong connection with the arts through MAC, GASP & MONA

10/13/2020 9:57 AM

41

It is so multicultural

10/13/2020 9:08 AM

It encompasses a very diverse environment
(river/creeks/mountain/field/quarry/city/suburb/urban/rural) and equally diverse cultural and
socioeconomic society.

10/9/2020 1:55 PM

16
17

It's full of working suburbs; light/heavy industry in Moonah, Derwent Pk, Goodwood etc, not
just boring dormatory ones; Taroona, Battery Point, Sandy Bay, West Hobart...... and
everything you need, you can buy in Glenorchy.

10/12/2020 7:48 PM

42

Significant multi-cultural population.

10/9/2020 1:52 PM

43

10/9/2020 12:50 PM

The visible diversity in the area, in culture, political opinion, soci-economic. It’s not actually
different to many communities, it’s a mix of commercial, industry, green spaces and
sprawling suburbia. MONA makes it different but MONA really has only put the location on
the map internationally and not really added to the growth of the grassroots creative
community in the area. There are a lot of creative people living in Glenorchy just quietly
doing their thing and that’s okay too.

10/12/2020 6:58 AM

It is a city within a city that creates power to the people who wish to advance the arts
/cultural aspect of the area and spread it to the masses never stand alone be willing to
share.

44

10/9/2020 11:55 AM

19

of its geography

10/11/2020 8:50 PM

20

It has no identity

10/11/2020 5:39 PM

21

It has a developing rather than established identity

10/11/2020 4:03 PM

22

It lacks the natural advantages of beaches, or forest even though both are nearby. It's often
a fairly bleak place, especially on foot. It doesn't have much of a sense of place to
celebrate. However it attracts creative people looking for somewhere cheaper to live.

10/10/2020 7:50 PM

It has a different demographic of people. It is more multicultural than most of Hobart areas.
We live behind the “ flannelette curtain”. Our streets are run down, lack any green
(plants/trees) and mismanagement of funds within the council are obvious. Ther e is no
doubt we have some gems, Like MONA, MAC, GASP and the library. But private arts/crafts
business (excluding Mona) are non existent. Where are all the beautiful boutique shops? I
had an artist move from my studio to Salamanca arts centre because it is ‘nicer down
there.’ Moonah is a shit hole. No trees, no plants. Cigarettes all over the ground because
there are no cigarettes bins. Everything looks sad worn out and old. It’s not a creative
place ... But it has potential. Glenorchy is improving, but needs better policing as crime is
rife, and Glenorchy is seen as a scary place. Claremont is beautiful and I love being
surrounded with bush and parkland.

45

It has a broad socio-economic demographic, a wide catchment area and has MONA and
MAC

10/9/2020 11:32 AM

23

It reeks creativity

10/10/2020 7:42 PM

46

It's a little sterile

10/10/2020 7:27 PM

Although it has the world famous Mona, it also has an excellent council-run Gallery, the
Moonah Arts Centre, as well as GASP. The Moonah Arts Centre is so well supported by the
local community.

10/9/2020 11:08 AM

24
25

It is more real, it’s very multicultural, it has strong sense of community.

10/10/2020 7:10 PM

47

It has people/families settling from different parts of the world

10/9/2020 10:50 AM

26

We’re a large geographical area with many different socioeconomic groups, levels of
education and community engagement. We have rural communities as well as suburban
areas, and everything in between. Unlike other municipalities in Tasmania, Glenorchy feels
like other parts of urban Australia - multicultural and multilingual.

10/10/2020 5:31 PM

48

It is pretty, it contains rural and urban areas, it has the ricerfront

10/9/2020 10:50 AM

49

interest and focus on the arts culturally diverse community

10/10/2020 12:57 PM

Got the perfect mix of rough and well off patrons. Especially in moonah the climate is write
to have funky artist hangouts and this could easily extend into Glenorchy. Some cheap
studios could really build art in the community

10/9/2020 10:48 AM

27

18

50

It is spread out and doesn't have that city feel, like a bunch of small towns all connected.

10/9/2020 10:15 AM

51

It's a large area and includes a diverse range of people. We are in close contact with the
water and the mountain. We are filled with small businesses

10/5/2020 2:25 PM

52

Its not Hobart!!! It has a great connection to the natural environment, many different
cultures, diverse employment, and age representation. GASP, MRC, and MAC.

9/24/2020 4:47 PM

53

the people are more "Hands On"

9/24/2020 2:18 PM

54

No comment only recent resident

9/23/2020 4:37 PM

55

More multicultural, a big edgy.

9/21/2020 6:59 PM

56

This is a weird question. Different to Hobart? Because of history, because of an encultured
devaluing of learning and thinking and creating, because of an inferiority complex. Myriad
reasons. It has some truly excellent people though

9/21/2020 12:30 PM

57

It has a connection to people of all races, abilities, religions, and everyone is included in
social events.

9/21/2020 8:17 AM

58

It has the Moonah Arts Centre and MONA

9/20/2020 12:51 PM

59

It feels 'up and coming' as an arts community and hub

9/20/2020 9:08 AM

60

It has a diverse community, and many people who might not normally attend artistic events

9/19/2020 8:24 PM

Q11 The City of Glenorchy could be more creative if ....
Answered: 75 Skipped: 36

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

More spaces available for art to be displayed and enjoyed everyday. Sculptures and murals
etc

10/26/2020 10:13 PM

2

The council let it find its own direction and refrain from treating it like a business.

10/22/2020 11:19 AM

3

Glenorchy should have more murals painted around the place. The buss mall, Northgate etc
etc. like on the ground to give more burst of colour and creativity. Have it be more friendly
instead of it looking depressing.

10/18/2020 5:12 PM

4

If artistic groups were supported to create and display. The most enjoyable part of my day
was to walk along GASP, a truly inspiring walk. Though still beautiful, it's lost its mojo and
doesn't appear as dynamic as it was. I would love to see more accessible art again, and
even see art at the old Berriedale caravan park

10/17/2020 8:14 AM

5

There was more art for the public to see such as on buildings that look shabby or with
sculptures.

10/16/2020 5:16 PM

6

Visual art everywhere. Big empty walls, waiting...

10/16/2020 10:54 AM

7

There were more creative spaces to hold events (post COVID), outside of just MAC.

10/14/2020 10:20 AM
10/14/2020 7:50 AM

61

It doesn't have the same creative recognition as a city, like Hobart, but it has a much more
diverse multicultural community.

9/19/2020 5:59 PM

8

it gave me a call, 0452187270

62

There is room for all levels of creativity and diversity

9/19/2020 11:04 AM

9

We had more at Montrose bay walkway. We need more interesting stuff there and a cafe

10/13/2020 9:13 PM

63

It feels like it is on the wave crest of becoming a vibrant artistic community.

9/19/2020 9:40 AM

10

10/13/2020 9:03 PM

64

We have a broad mix of cultures, backgrounds and socioeconomic experiences, which can
create a lot of tension and distrust, or provide opportunity for learning, empathy and
understanding.

9/19/2020 8:27 AM

We endorsed and encouraged creative expression from within the family...We endorsed a
creative arts project from a family collaboration conception...

It still has a sense of being a place where working class people live and work - this is a
plus. Any art projects should build on its multicultural and working class character. But
currently the arts are NOT integral for locals. Projects often still feel elitist (eg GASP) which
is a great pity.

9/19/2020 8:08 AM

65

66

Lots of parks and have Moonah Arts centre and many people live here from other countries

9/18/2020 11:22 PM

67

It's incredibly diverse people. Disadvantaged people, privelaged people, people from other
countries, old people and young people live in glenorchy thanks to being still relatively
affordable and in close proximity to Hobart CBD.

9/18/2020 4:52 PM

68

People

9/18/2020 3:17 PM

69

It’s diverse with a long history

9/18/2020 2:10 PM

70

Glenorchy is down to earth and not full of itself, real people live here!

9/18/2020 12:10 PM

71

It's spread out and has distinct areas - Moonah is different to Glenorchy.

9/18/2020 12:00 PM

72

It has a high percentage of socio economically deprived people.

9/18/2020 11:43 AM

73

It's relatively affordable, whilst being close to the CBD, but it needs to let go of it's workingclass history and embrace a vibrant future

9/18/2020 11:32 AM

74

it has a diverse community and landscape with amazing public space

9/18/2020 11:23 AM

75

because it has a city vibe

9/18/2020 11:16 AM

11

I think you are all doing a great job

10/13/2020 7:43 PM

12

Higher profile of creative events in the area and creative people in the area. Media profile
beyond the Glenorchy Gazette - i.e. The Mercury and local television stations.

10/13/2020 7:30 PM

13

There were more subsidised creative spaces that artists could share their skills in subsidised for artists to be paid, for materials to be paid for and subsidised for people who
are on low income to be able to attend. There is growing evidence on how engaging in the
arts and making art is good for our mental, emotional and social wellbeing. For folk to have
more opportunity to engage in meaningful art-making, theatre, music/singing I believe the
outcomes would benefit the overall health of Glenorcy residents.

10/13/2020 11:01 AM

14

It provided more opportunities

10/13/2020 10:46 AM

15

To give support to the Arts particularly those that are free to the public such as GASP; MAC
and MONA.

10/13/2020 9:57 AM

16

More businesses were prepared to invest in art activities

10/13/2020 9:08 AM

17

A city can't be creative, only the people living in it can be ...... Continue to and increase the
funding to the Moonah Arts Centre. Fund Arts programs in Community Houses.

10/12/2020 7:48 PM

18

The council and business really invested more in the development and production of all art
and believed in the transformative nature of creativity for communities and individuals.
Newcastle in NSW has demonstrated the benefit of creativity in a similar community to
tourism, retail and the artsy community.

10/12/2020 6:58 AM

19

GASP and similar places are supported by the council

10/11/2020 8:50 PM

20

There are more spaces for the creative.

10/11/2020 5:39 PM

21

It re-imagined public assets with a forward thinking position

10/11/2020 4:03 PM

22

MONA, MAC and community and business had a more connected relationship and
connected by a rolling story in the Glenorchy area with artworks and public things that are
different and creative such as cool seating , statues etc

10/10/2020 7:53 PM

23

There probably are fine artists, musicians and writers living in the Glenorchy city area but
they don't have much of a profile. Helping local kids see they can be creativee is valuable
work and I appreciate MAC's work. Glenorchy is associated with disadvantage, poor
education outcomes that seem antithetical to creativity. Embedding the activities at MAC
into local schools could help.

10/10/2020 7:50 PM

24

If cared to be, took it seriously and offered more spaces, opportunities and a wide range of
mediums. Even the library is invaded by the licence people. It's a negative city for us
creatives.

10/10/2020 7:27 PM

25

we displayed out art and celebrated our artists.

10/10/2020 7:10 PM

26

Everyone felt empowered and encouraged to engage with their creativity, and understood
that creativity is implicit and inbuilt, not something high brow that’s only available to a
talented/gifted few.

10/10/2020 5:31 PM

27

Arts was given an even stronger focus, more resources, and more risk to push the envelope
of what's possible in the arts and creative expression.

10/10/2020 12:57 PM

28

They applied themselves to creativity, flexibility and innovation . Allow more performers,
artists and artisans in the communities to decorate their urban environment without harsh
regulations. Keep housing cheap and affordable with spaces for communities to claim as
their own.

10/10/2020 10:17 AM

29

Creative workshops of all kinds for all ages were promoted by council and government.

10/10/2020 9:51 AM

30

If There is art activities such as exhibitions, workshops If There art centre and galleries

10/9/2020 8:44 PM

31

Less focus on it being a 'city', more on it being a community.

10/9/2020 8:39 PM

32

Grass roots arts and music activities and events could be incubated and encouraged
through providing support and spaces to young creative people. Providing creative hubs
such as affordable music venues and artist studios would be very beneficial, particularly
closer to Mona in Berriedale.

10/9/2020 7:50 PM

33

Keeping it vibrant. The street art that has been continually put up is giving the place a
sense of vitality. It just needs to be done well.

10/9/2020 6:32 PM

34

I believe the city is creating opportunities for creativity. Being an increasing multicultural city
brings further opportunities to add to our creative scene

10/9/2020 6:20 PM

35

Trying to cater to everyone's tastes is a big ask for any City, but there is plenty of variety in
Glenorchy if the individual is inclined to look for it. Older people and the people lacking in
mobility might need help there.

10/9/2020 4:46 PM

36

continuing to develop high-quality long-term structures that facilitate artistic expression and
access to the arts, such as the Moonah Arts Centre and GASP, with a focus on fostering
cultural diversity within the community.

10/9/2020 4:30 PM

37

Local council continues support for the Arts within the community - i.e. more acquisitive art
prizes/competitions, dedicated theatre space and/or intimate venues for live shows,
musicians, etc

10/9/2020 4:20 PM

38

blank

10/9/2020 4:05 PM

39

Supporting transversal projects in a variaty of disciplines Supporting artists on projects
medium/long term Citizenship participation

10/9/2020 2:53 PM

40

More ordinary people could share their art and stories ........ Maybe pop up art displays in
empty shops. From local artists, not professionals.

10/9/2020 2:41 PM

41

More events were organized to showcase local artwork. For example concerts,
performances, art prizes and exhibitions.

10/9/2020 2:19 PM

42

Actually, I reckon it's doing pretty fabulously...but more investment in its cultural centres
such as M.A.C. would of course mean more cultural activities/celebrations/educationally etc
rather than less. There is money yes...BUT I know that scrimping does go on for example
the storage out the back of the wonderful MAC is extraordinarily limited. this is a real and
concrete impact on the way shows are stored and managed for artists...BUt the staff work
so hard and energetically and inventively that the place buzzes...I'd seriously like to see
more invested in this centre. It gave me an enormous amount through my showing of I Shed
My Skin, A Furneaux Islands Story in January this year.

10/9/2020 1:55 PM

43

Needs to develop more public open space art which is visible to passing traffic or can be
visited eg. murals similar to Sheffield along the Montrose Foreshore.

10/9/2020 1:52 PM

44

people were not so self centered and not so single minded an example i worked for Auroa
disabilities and i set up the opportunity for the clients to participate in the student film
festival of which the student film festival had no category for persons with disabilities it was
a first and the program coordinator and management refused to accept that persons with a
disability could be capable of participating in such an event I had written the script and
wanted use the local rail museum as a main part of the movie which would have highlighted
Glenorchy it was a bitter disappointment.

10/9/2020 12:50 PM

45

We celebrate our multiculturalism. We green our streets (more plants/trees/green areas) And 10/9/2020 11:55 AM

encourages more grass roots festivals/music/ markets events and activities that showcase
how incredible and diverse the people of Glenorchy are. Imagine if we had a Chinese New
Years festival, or an Indian, Nepalese, Taiwanese, Persian, African festivals. The colour, the
music, the food! The taste of Moonah is fantastic- we need more grass roots festivals like
this celebrating multiculturalism and that draw people to Glenorchy. More support and
commutation is needed with these groups. The multicultural centre is fantastic!! However
children play out on the streets and in the car park? There is no area for them to play. Also
maybe there needs to be encouragement with affordable “pop up shops” that can draw
creative businesses to Glenorchy.
46

A greater visual representation of art and the artists who live here. Support for emerging
artists, subsidised studio spaces, mural projects, public art (not just at GASP, which has
never really got off the ground as an art park, where is the art?? The streetscapes,
particularly Moonah, which is really growing, need more public art, more plants, trees, and
welcoming places to gather. Businesses need to get on board to beautify their buildings,
(particularly behind the TAB in main road Moonah, which is still Chickenfeed Red and looks
terrible). More visual promotion of MAC, signage, and posters to let people know what is
going on there, not everyone can get online. More focus on getting youth and CALD
communities involved in local art and culture projects, supported by GCC and businesses.
We need a visually stimulating and inviting community.

10/9/2020 11:32 AM

47

It invested more in GASP.

10/9/2020 11:08 AM

48

More festivals, and affordable spaces and places for performative and exhibition type
events that excite the imagination and gather people along. What happened to the sculpture
park Initiative More links with Mona and Schools for creative Arts and Industries

10/9/2020 10:50 AM

49

Funding was given to hobby artists. :)

10/9/2020 10:50 AM

50

I think getting young professional artists to come show and create in the Glenorchy area.
Some cheap studio spaces could totally engage the already artist population on Glenorchy.
Even some exhibition spaces

10/9/2020 10:48 AM

51

There are a lot of creative people in the community who have initiative to do things
themselves. But this only works if there are support structures to help them, like groups for
them to work with, organisations for them to volunteer with, professional development
opportunities for them to learn how to do things from, or a clear process to get information
and advice from council.

10/9/2020 10:15 AM

52

We had more money. Other councils offer grants to support events and artist practice, but
GCC doesn't. Also the promotion of art events in Glenorchy isn't done well. We also need
more spaces for events to happen and exhibitions.

10/5/2020 2:25 PM

53

There were more private galleries, artist-run-initiatives (ARIs), and state funded facillities

9/24/2020 4:47 PM

54

??? There were more free spaces to display works

9/24/2020 2:18 PM

55

Council led by actually investing in the arts. How much does the Kristie Johnston Times
cost to print and distribute? More diversity could be encouraged. Think Portland Oregon. It's
reputation for being 'weird' is now immensely valuable.

9/21/2020 6:59 PM

56

The council was less conservative, hadn't disbanded GASP, didn't have Northgate sucking
the life out of its residents, had a greater valuing of its natural environment and greater
investment in the maintenance of its outdoor spaces,

9/21/2020 12:30 PM

57

Had it’s own Visual Art collection and a facility in which it could be catalogued and stored. A
budget to promote it. Employed a full-time visual art curator for MAC.

9/20/2020 12:51 PM

58

I don't know the glenorchy area very well but generally speaking these things tend to be
found in creative areas: Small boutique creative shops, world foods, good coffee, quaint
cafes, art studio spaces, live music pubs, clean but still a bit grungy (think alley ways in
Melbourne) also in the future as the area grows keep rent affordable for artists and
musicians otherwise you eventually loose the people that make the area interesting and
diverse

9/20/2020 9:08 AM

59

More street displays, historical signs etc

9/19/2020 8:24 PM

60

More money was invested in the arts, through grant programs, public art and green spaces
to encourage the community to come together. Would be great to get the train running again
to activate the little stations as cultural hubs, better bike paths and places where there is no
car traffic. Creating places that encourage people to gather and reflect, such as parks and
gardens, community hubs etc..

9/19/2020 5:59 PM

61

There were more galleries and shops promoting local artists

9/19/2020 11:04 AM

62

They invested in more public art like murals or public sculptures. Also, find ways for there to
be more incidental foot traffic around these areas. GASP was such a great idea, but it
wasn’t used enough.

9/19/2020 9:40 AM

63

The arts was more visible throughout the city, with publicly inclusive projects. Collaborations
between artists and members of the public, pop up spaces, ephemeral and time based
works in the outdoors, small spaces for emerging artists, support for businesses to include
local art in their premises.

9/19/2020 8:27 AM

64

The arts, created by both local and visiting artists, were made more visible and everyday in
the community - how about street art? Anything from transitory exhibitions adding to the
street scape (or in parks) to permanent commissioned pieces of street sculpture. They add
delight and vibrancy.Make the arts front and centre. Take advantage of Tasmania's
reputation as a quirky, innovative, creative place. Inclusive, not exclusive.

9/19/2020 8:08 AM

More opportunities were offered to amateur and aspiring artists

65

Q12 Do you have any other comments or thoughts in regards to the
previous questions or the arts and cultural life of Glenorchy in general ?
Answered: 52

Skipped: 59

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

please bring some colour to our city, bringing joy instead of depression from all the grey
concrete and let it be in places where people can see it every day. Not along the bike track
where it just gets vandalised

10/26/2020 10:20 PM

2

I think the GCC needs to listen to its community rather than try to fit the community into a
GCC box.

10/22/2020 11:23 AM

9/19/2020 7:40 AM

3

No comment.

10/18/2020 5:12 PM

4

I love the natural green spaces Glenorchy have, I would like to see playgrounds
incorporating natural landscapes along with art instillations that children can interact with.

10/17/2020 8:17 AM

5

No

10/14/2020 10:20 AM

6

I’m a professional composer, musician. I emailed you only a couple of months ago regards
live performances, I pretty much got fogged off.

10/14/2020 7:52 AM

7

Why is it called GASP when there are no arts or sculpture. The end is boring and needs way
more stuff

10/13/2020 9:14 PM
10/13/2020 9:05 PM

66

More music concerts showcasing local school bands as well as art displays from local
artists and schools

9/18/2020 11:22 PM

67

The arts were better funded so more people could see it as a viable occupation, creating
more leaders and better equipped institutions in the field.

9/18/2020 4:52 PM

68

Funded

9/18/2020 3:17 PM

69

More professional artists were supported with grants and residencies

9/18/2020 2:10 PM

70

By supporting more smaller arts and music events at various locations in Glenorchy
council. Namely Benjafield Park should be utilized for a farmers market, out cinema, food
truck festival, art market, and live music.

9/18/2020 12:10 PM

71

If it had some festivals, cheap/accessible spaces for events and affordable infrastructures

9/18/2020 12:00 PM

72

art appreciation and involvement was made more accessible to people both culturally and
economically.

9/18/2020 11:43 AM

73

it had more artists studios in some of the old industrial sites. Had a great produce market (in
the Sunderland Street location)

9/18/2020 11:32 AM

74

it became central to the cities identity. If the council created a significant position that
became the head of art of culture, and they had resources that could be allocated both
through grants and through their own decision making, then we would start to see Glenorchy
lead the state.

9/18/2020 11:23 AM

75

ongoing workshops were offered in the arts

9/18/2020 11:16 AM

8

We need a live theatre production company established within the Glenorchy Municipality...

9

I feel there is a lot of untapped potential in the area.

10/13/2020 7:31 PM

10

I think Glenorchy is already becoming known as a bit of arts hub. I think promoting it as
such is a great idea.

10/13/2020 11:04 AM

11

Please give us more opportunities

10/13/2020 10:46 AM

12

I hope that the great work done through projects such as GASP will continue to be
supported; maintained; and extended in the future through new art works and events.

10/13/2020 10:01 AM

13

In general, Glenorchy does a pretty good job of promoting the art's. Everyone has the ability
to be creative, I think the council should continue to and enlarge the promotion of cultural
cohesion via Art's programs be it art, craft, music, writing, performance etc. It's a no brainer.
The art's really do bring people together and get younger people off of their phones!

10/12/2020 7:54 PM

14

There needs to be more. MAC does a great job but there needs to be creative activations
across the whole city. These don’t need to be massive but the more art is around people the
more people will feel comfortable to embrace innovative ways of thinking, communicating
and living. This crosses over into growing food, supporting neighbours, celebrating diversity
and providing an outlet for those individuals and communities that are struggling with
poverty, isolation, mental and physical health issues.

10/12/2020 7:03 AM

15

No

10/11/2020 5:39 PM

16

Always keep an open invitation for everyday citizens rather than try and woo the arty
crowds

10/11/2020 4:05 PM

17

The ONLY way is up. Give the library back to the people - get rid of the other businesses in
that space Create a literary space Be inclusive Be sincere and make it reality. You build it
and we will come.

10/10/2020 7:29 PM

18

I feel like this survey could have dug a little deeper in terms of what and how the City of
Glenorchy can support the arts. Surveys like this offer opportunities for education, for
example letting surveyees know what could be possible for arts in Glenorchy now and into
the future.

10/10/2020 1:54 PM

19

Encourage people/groups to enliven and brighten our streets with stories, music, art and life.

10/10/2020 10:20 AM

20

mona should work with it`s own money not the governments[ ours], I thought Austins Ferry
was in Glenorchy ???

10/10/2020 9:22 AM

21

Glenorchy should have space for creative people

10/9/2020 8:46 PM

22

I do have more thoughts that I could put more time into. If you would like you could contact
me at duncanmarshallis@gmail.com feel free to do so.

10/9/2020 7:58 PM

23

Things don't always need to be high art like Mona. There is a disconnect between home
grown art perhaps needing to reflect the challenges of the environment and Glenorchy's
unique community.

10/9/2020 6:37 PM

24

I recently was interviewed by The20 regarding Glenorchy,but not sure I have anything of
value to add. I have had a small business since 1989 and have been able to run it from my

10/9/2020 4:51 PM

own home without any problems. I think MAC do a great job with such a variety of events
and opportunites and the Market Day this year was very good. A past event at the DEC was
also a very good opportunity for a lot of crafts people and was very inclusive. I'm quite
happy living in the Northern Suburbs. I do drive,which make it easier.I might find it harder
using local transport though .... I would love the train to be back again but to have small
commuter buses to meet it. I sure it would ease congestion on the roads.

smaller intimate creative spaces that are connected to each other to create a stronger
community feel.
43

It would be much easier to access if you could catch one bus all the way through and use
one payment card, it would encourage more people to hang out in Glenorchy.

9/19/2020 11:06 AM

44

I worry that the arts takes a back seat, or is ignored and defunded altogether, in times of
crisis, when it is clear from research that it is an important part of our lives and wellbeing. I
hope that GCC always commits to funding and supporting all forms of art no matter what the
economic situation.

9/19/2020 8:29 AM

45

When I moved here 5 years ago, I was excited by GASP - that it was there. But how
disappointed I became - only a couple of projects in all the time I have been here, and no
attempt to really include locals. It always felt like an elitist add on. Very sad.

9/19/2020 8:10 AM

46

Recently the Moonah Arts centre held an exhibition to celebrate a significant anniversary.
Visual artists associated with Glenorchy were asked to participate. I believe this was well
patronised by both artists and visitors. I'd like to see this as an annual or bi annual event.

9/19/2020 7:40 AM

25

The GCC has put a lot of effort into making Glenorchy more liveable lately and that's really
fantastic. It would be great to keep making the city friendly to pedestrians by creating carfree urban designs (maybe instead allowing for lighter forms of transport, such as bikes and
scooters) that let people go out and wander about. This would go well with public art projects
and really help the people of Glenorchy own their city more and love it.

10/9/2020 4:41 PM

26

Being a diverse community further council support of specific cultural events to educate and
entertain i.e. more celebration of various cultures within the community - food, dancing etc

10/9/2020 4:22 PM

27

I just think they / we could use vacant shops or offices to display art..

10/9/2020 2:43 PM

28

Save the Magnolia Cafe...give it a space to go to...such small businesses are a vital core
too for Glenorchy's diverse community.

10/9/2020 1:56 PM
47

No

9/18/2020 11:23 PM

29

If the GCC has any involvement nothing or very little is likely to happen.

10/9/2020 1:53 PM

48

Writers are rarely represented in projects

9/18/2020 2:11 PM

30

everything needs to be more open and open to all instead of being little bits here little bits
there hidden and not known highlight the historical parts of Glenorchy the cultural side
instead of little cultural events all minor clo9se the mall create the WOW factor..

10/9/2020 12:54 PM

49

This was Eleanor looking at the survey. I didn't want to put in any detail in the answers, but
the boxes ticked reflect my thoughts as a person working in Glenorchy. Happy if you use
my answers or not.

9/18/2020 12:51 PM

31

I think it’s great that Glenorchy is reaching out to improve. I think we need to look at what
makes areas enjoyable to work and live?. What will bring people to Glenorchy? I suppose I
have my business in Moonah because of ease of parking and rent affordability. However
many of my clients see Moonah as a “poor” “rundown” “dirty” and even “scary”. It would be
interesting to do a survey with non- residents of Glenorchy to see what there perceptions of
different Glenorchy areas are?

10/9/2020 12:20 PM

50

9/18/2020 12:07 PM

32

I feel that Glenorchy needs to revamp the council's image after the devastating in house
squabbles that raised rates and lost community trust. Arts and Culture bring community
together, raise profiles of those who live in the area and show that Glenorchy has come into
the 21st century. Surveys come and go, but to see actual action on the streets would be
fantastic. The Taste of Moonah is fantastic. Public art that is not hidden away in new
buildings or schools, that can be seen and enjoyed by everyone are vital.

10/9/2020 11:36 AM

I think there's huge potential. MAC is a fantastic development that has changed and
invigorated Moonah. Along with the Rosny Farm set up, MAC has been crucial in fostering
development in the arts since the Hobart City Council shut the Carnegie gallery in central
Hobart as an art space. MAC is better than in terms of facility than that ever was (IMO) and
there's been consistent development for some years now. I'd like to see more community
events - and I understand that's a big task, but the mixture of new art and community arts
and events has been MAC's strength.

51

no

9/18/2020 11:43 AM

52

include young adults 25 to 35 and older adults in learning

9/18/2020 11:17 AM

33

The Moonah Arts Centre is such a terrific gallery. I only wish artists didn’t have to pay to
exhibit there. They should be paid for sharing their work and contributing to the cultural life
of Glenorchy.

10/9/2020 11:10 AM

34

More trees space, love in the park zones to make them attractive spaces for cultural
activity as well as create native habitat for birds etc ......there is a real lack of care/money
for exampleTolosa Park and the small parks feel neglected on all levels.

10/9/2020 10:52 AM

35

It would be good if there was funding for more artists.

10/9/2020 10:51 AM

36

Glenorchy could be a magical place full of creative places and spaces that can be explored,
a destination in itself. Let's make it happen!

10/9/2020 10:17 AM

37

It's hard not to be cynical because the GCC start things but don't see them through. GASP,
Tolosa Park and the DEC are examples. I love that council want to create a new strategy,
but I hope it's not a lot of effort to make a report that sounds like they are doing something
when very little changes.

10/5/2020 2:28 PM

38

We have a great opportunity to build a unique city-wide arts presence and a great arts
community. We don't need to compete with Hobart city or MONA or anyone else. We have
all the talent we need, just more funding, particularly form the sate and federal governments.
( Credit to Andrew Wilkie who has done a lot already, eg. GASP)

9/24/2020 4:47 PM

39

The best arts space in Glenorchy is currently unutilised. Ask me nicely and I'll tell you
where it is.

9/21/2020 7:00 PM

40

I know we have the Moonah Arts Centre but it would be good to have a small gallery in the
centre of Glenorchy and maybe have a monthly exhibition for amature artists.

9/21/2020 8:19 AM

41

More founds for Art Labs

9/20/2020 10:25 AM

42

Overall Glenorchy doesn't feel that create except for targeted sites like MAC, MONA and
GASP. Otherwise it feels very urban without a real community hub. I would like to see more

9/19/2020 6:02 PM
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